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Thereתרגול is / There are

Part 1: There is / There are + a, an, some

Instructions: Fill in the blanks with "There is" or "There are" and "a," "an,"

or "some."

1. __________ _______ apple on the table. -> There is an apple on the table

2. __________ _______ books in the library.

3. __________ _______ water in the bottle.

4. __________ _______ chairs in the room.

5. __________ _______ bird on the tree.

6. __________ _______ stars in the sky.

7. __________ _______ cake on the plate.

8. __________ _______ pencils in the case.

9. __________ _______ cat under the bed.

10. __________ _______ flowers in the garden.

11. __________ _______ people in the park.

12. __________ _______ dogs in the yard.

13. __________ _______ fish in the aquarium.

14. __________ _______ cookies in the jar.

15. __________ _______ cars on the street.

16. __________ _______ milk in the fridge.
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Part 2: Rearrange the Words to Make Sentences

Instructions: Rearrange the words to make correct sentences.

1. the / There is / a / room / in / chair (Solved: There is a chair in the

room)

2. any / There aren't / on / books / the shelf

___________________________________________________________

3. an / There is / the / umbrella / near / door

___________________________________________________________

4. the / There are / some / in / apples / basket

___________________________________________________________

5. a / There is / the / on / desk / laptop

___________________________________________________________

6. the / There are / some / in / classroom / students

___________________________________________________________

7. a / There is / the / on / table / vase

___________________________________________________________

8. the / There are / some / in / park / trees

___________________________________________________________
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9. a / There is / the / on / wall / clock

___________________________________________________________

10. the / There are / some / in / pond / ducks

___________________________________________________________

11. a / There is / the / on / shelf / toy

___________________________________________________________

12. the / There are / some / in / sky / clouds

___________________________________________________________

13. a / There is / the / on / desk / phone

___________________________________________________________

14. the / There are / some / in / box / crayons

___________________________________________________________

15. a / There is / the / on / floor / rug

___________________________________________________________

16. the / There are / some / in / drawer / spoons

___________________________________________________________
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Full Answers

Part 1: There is / There are + a, an, some

1. There is an apple on the table. (Solved)

2. There are some books in the library.

3. There is some water in the bottle.

4. There are some chairs in the room.

5. There is a bird on the tree.

6. There are some stars in the sky.

7. There is a cake on the plate.

8. There are some pencils in the case.

9. There is a cat under the bed.

10. There are some flowers in the garden.

11. There are some people in the park.

12. There are some dogs in the yard.

13. There are some fish in the aquarium.

14. There are some cookies in the jar.

15. There are some cars on the street.

16. There is some milk in the fridge.
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Part 2: Rearrange the Words to Make Sentences

1. There is a chair in the room. (Solved)

2. There aren't any books on the shelf.

3. There is an umbrella near the door.

4. There are some apples in the basket.

5. There is a laptop on the desk.

6. There are some students in the classroom.

7. There is a vase on the table.

8. There are some trees in the park.

9. There is a clock on the wall.

10. There are some ducks in the pond.

11. There is a toy on the shelf.

12. There are some clouds in the sky.

13. There is a phone on the desk.

14. There are some crayons in the box.

15. There is a rug on the floor.

16. There are some spoons in the drawer.
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